Introduction to Thursday Golf
Scheduling
Once in the group, I usually consider you playing unless you tell me otherwise or,
if you prefer, you can be considered not playing unless you tell me otherwise.
Usually the latter is for guys going north for the summer, are injured, or have
some other pressing issue where they don’t know when they’ll be back on the
schedule.
We usually play inside The Villages in the summer: May 1 to Oct 1, and outside
The Villages the rest of the year.
I usually publish the schedule via email on Monday for that Thursday’s round with
revisions as required. We sometimes have last-minute cancellations where a
golfer or golfers had unforeseen problems. This may change who is in what
foursome or change who drives. Revisions might be made up through
Wednesday night.
I usually send out on Thursday or Friday a two week estimate of who’s playing
via email based on what the players tell me, requesting players to update me as
soon as practical if I have their status wrong.

Players Roles
Players contribute $3 in addition to green fees for prizes for the round. See the
GolfGroupScoring.pdf for details.
Be sure to tell the cashier when you’re paying your green fees that you’re in the
Erickson Group. We may be getting a special price.
The winning player will be the Game Day Captain for the next week. His role will
be to choose the team game, collect each group’s money from the Group
Captains, and calculate and distribute the winnings. (Don’t worry, there are
always experienced Game Day Captains to help newcomers).
Golfers whose name appears on top of each group is the Group Captain and
will collect the $3 from each player in his group and gives the sum to the Game
Day Captain.
The main role of the golfers is to play golf and have fun!

